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ABSTRACT
In this study, a new topology for dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) has been proposed. The topology is inspired
by the buck-boost converter to produce the required compensation voltage. This topology is able to compensate
different voltage disturbances such as transients, sag, swell and flicker without leap of the phase angle. The
mass of the proposed topology has been reduced due to lack of injection topology. In addition to, the required
compensation energy is directly delivered from the gridthrough the grid voltage.In an Electrical industry,
Power quality is primarily a main concern. The power quality issue occurs when the system load in the power
system is affected with problems such as transients, sag, swell and flicker. Hence the power quality issues
needed to be tackled. In the Distribution side, Major power quality issue which causes disturbance in the
system is due to the voltage sag and swell hence it is needed be eliminated from the system.
Keywords: Dynamic voltage restorer(DVR), voltage mitigation, power quality issues, transformer-less dynamic
voltage restorer(TDVR), Predictive voltage control scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

overcome the problem, the improved structures based
on ac/acconverters have been presented [8–12]. In

Dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) is a series connected
device which protects the sensitive loads by injecting

this kind of topologies,the DVR is directly connected
to the grid and the ESE can beeliminated from the

the required voltage when disturbance is occurred [3,

structure. Lozano-Garcia and Ramirez [9] proposed

4]. The conventional types of DVRs consist of energy

the control method for voltage compensator based

storage

injection

ondirect matrix converter without storage element. In

transformer. In this type of DVR, the required

[10], theproposed single-phase sag compensator based

compensation voltage is generated by the inverter and
injected through injection transformer. The ESE

on direct ac/ac converter is supplied with two other
phases to generate the required voltage. In [5], the

includes massive dc-link capacitors, fly-wheels and

presented

battery, is responsible to provide the needed energy

phaseconverter is able to compensate both kind of

and voltage for inverter while restoring [5, 6]. In

symmetrical and asymmetrical disturbances. The

addition of the excessive weight of ESE, the limitation

compensation capability of thesecond type of DVR is

of storedenergy by ESE causes the traditional

directly dependent on the voltage amplitudeof the

topologies of DVR are unableto compensate severe

grid. Therefore, the second type of DVRs are unable

disturbances for long time durations [6, 7]. To

to compensate the voltage profile under severe sag

element

(ESE),

inverter

and

topology

based
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condition unless, by increasing the turn ratio of the
injection transformer. The third type of DVR includes
the topologies which are inspired by the operation of
the

conventional

dc–dc

converters

with

the

difference that the both of input and output voltages
are alternative [13]. Owing to the adjustable voltage
gain, the compensation capability of the third type
topology is significantly improved in comparison with
the second type.
Figure 2. Proposed DVR system
They

are

rectifier,

filter,

DC-DC

converter,

microcontroller etc..., the rectifier circuit has convert
three phase ac supply into pulsed DC supply. Filter in
the block diagram will change that pulsed DC into
perfect dc waveform. The DC-DC converter will be
used to produce constant DC voltage. The regulated
DC voltage can be obtained by varying the PWM
pulse

Figure 2. Existing Topology

given

in

the

DC-DC

converter.

The

microcontroller will control the PWM pulse using
input and output feedback voltage. Hence the AC bus

In this paper a new topology for DVR based on buck-

has been converted into DC bus with regulated

boost converter has been proposed. The proposed

constant voltage. That regulated DC voltage has

topology

voltage

directly fed into the ac driver for convert into

disturbances such as sag, swell and flicker. Unlike the
presented topology, the injection transformer is

variable AC supply for controlling the speed of the

is

able

to

compensate

any

motor load in industries.

eliminated in the proposed topology. For this reason,
the volume and the weight of the proposed topology

Lack of the injection transformer is a prominent

is impressively reduced. In the first section, the

feature of the proposed topology. Transformers cause

operation principle of the structure is expressed. Then,

the increment of the weight and volume of the DVR.

the implemented control method for the topology is
described. Finally, the simulation and experimental

Moreover, the operation frequency is limite dto the

results are presented to verify the effective operation

DVRs with the injection transformers are not capable

of the proposed topology.

to operate in low frequency conditions such as dc

II. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY

transformer design parameters. In the other word, the

voltages. Moreover, transformers increase the power
losses due to eddy current and hysteresis in the
magnetic core. Test and maintenance of the

The proposed topology for DVR is illustrated in

transformers

Figure 2. According to the schema, the topology is

comparison with capacitors and inductors. The other

formed by a conventional buck-boost converter to

important feature of this topology is lack of dc-link

generate the required compensation voltage in both

capacitors. In the conventional DVR structures, the

directions. The structure contains different blocks to
regulate the voltage.

massive dc-link capacitors are used to store the

spends

more

time

and

costs

in

required energy. For this reason, the traditional
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topologies are not able to compensate the severe

The internal structure of 20L6P45 full wave bridge

disturbances especially for long time durations. In

rectifier is shown in the Figure 4. As in the structure,

addition to, this kind of capacitors are heavy and also

we can see that its internal structure of 20L6P45 is

expensive. Based on the mentioned properties, the

similar to the 3-phase diode bridge rectification unit,

proposed DVR can operate in different operation

But the main advantage is, 20L6P45 chip only taken

frequency such as dc voltage. Moreover, the long-

less space, simpler, less weight, high efficiency, high

time disturbances can be compensated by the
proposed topology because the required energy is

voltage and current rating, etc.

directly provided from the grid. Asmentioned

3.2LC Filter

previously, DVR restores the voltage profile by

The circuit diagram of three phase full wave rectifier

injecting the required voltage.

using 20L6P45 is very simple and useful for all
industrial applications. The input of this module is 3

III. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Phase AC (50-80Hz) and the output is LC filtered DC
(which provide pure DC at the output). This rectifier

3.1 Three Phase Full BridgeRectifier

can be used for a wide range of AC inputs (50v-450v)

Three phase full bridge rectifier circuit is an advanced

and maximum current of 20A. The output of this

power rectifier circuit mostly used for industrial DC

circuit contain a π section LC filter unit (serial

applications. This module basically has 3 phase inputs
and a single DC output. Most of the industrial power

connection of capacitor helps to improve its voltage
rating), which provide High efficient low ripple DC at

supplies such as DC motor drives, welding units, etc.

the output. The name π Filter implies to the

are used these kinds of rectification unit. 3 phase

resemblance of the circuit to a shape with two shunt

rectifier circuit has been designed using 20L6P45. The

capacitances (C1 and C2) and an inductance filter ‘L’.

circuit diagram for three phase full bridge rectifier has

As the rectifier output is provided directly into the

shown in Figure 3.

capacitor it also called a capacitor input filter. The
output from the rectifier is first given to the shunt
capacitor C. The rectifier used can be half or full wave
and the capacitors are usually electrolytic even
though they large in size. In practical applications,
the two capacitances are enclosed in a metal container
which acts as a common ground for the two
capacitors. According to the usage, you can vary the

Figure 3. Circuit diagram for three phase full bridge
rectifier

voltage and capacitance for this circuit. Circuit
diagram for LC Filter is shown in the Figure 5.

The20L6P45 full wave bridge rectifier module is an
advanced 3 Phase silicon diffused type power rectifier
which helps to rectify the 3 phase AC input to a
single DC output with an efficiency more than 90%.
This module can handle maximum power of 20A.
This module integrated the basic 3 Phase diode
rectification unit itself by the silicon diffusion
technology.
International Journal of Scientific Research in Science, Engineering and Technology (ijsrset.com)
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Figure 5. Circuit diagram for LC Filter

also can operate in either buck or boost mode. By

When compared to other type of filters, the π Filter

Operating the converter in buck mode when VIN is

has some advantages like higher dc voltage and

higher than VOUT, and in boost mode when VIN is

smaller

lower than VOUT, the buck-boost function is then

ripple

factor.

But

it

also

has

some

disadvantages like poor voltage regulation, high peak

realized.

diode current, and high peak inverse voltage. This
filter is divided into two a capacitor filter and a Lsection filter. The capacitor C1 does most of the

3.4 AT89C51 microcontroller
AT89C51 has been used for the proposed technology

filtering in the circuit and the remaining ripple is

because of features like high speed, fast response,

removed by the L-section filter (L-C2). C1 is selected

highly accuracy etc.… The AT89C51 is a low-power,

to provide very low reactance to the ripple frequency.

high-performance CMOS 8-bit microcomputer with

The voltage regulation is poor for this circuit as the

4K bytes of Flash programmable and erasable read

output voltage falls off rapidly with the increase in
load current.

only memory (PEROM). The device is manufactured
using Atmel’s high-density nonvolatile memory
technology and iscompatible with the industry-

3.3 Buck Boost converter

standard MCS-51 instruction set and pinout. The on-

The buck boost converter is a DC to DC converter.

chipFlash allows the program memory to be

The output voltage of the DC to DC converter is less
than or greater than the input voltage. The output

reprogrammed in-system or by a conventional
Nonvolatile memory programmer. By Combining a

voltage of the magnitude depends on the duty cycle.

versatile 8-bit CPU With Flash On a monolithic chip,

These converters are also known as the step-up and

the Atmel AT89C51 Is a powerful microcomputer

step-down transformers and these names are coming

which provides a highly-flexible and cost-effective

from

solution to many control applications. The pin

the

analogous

step-up

and

step-down

transformer. The input voltages are step up/down to
some level of more than or less than the input voltage.

configuration of AT89C51 is shown in the Figure 7.

By using the low conversion energy, the input power
is equal to the output power. The circuit diagram for
Buck Boost converter as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Circuit diagram for Buck Boost converter
The two-switch buck-boost converter is a cascaded
combination of a buck converter followed by a boost

Figure 7. Pin configuration of AT89C51

converter. Besides therefore mentioned buck-boost
mode, where in Q1 and Q2 have identical gate-

The AT89C51 provides the following standard

control signals, the two-switch buck-boost converter

features: 4K bytes of Flash, 128 bytes of RAM, 32 I/O
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lines, two 16-bit timer/counters, a five-vector two-

RST

:Reset input. A high on this pin for two

level interrupt architecture, a full duplex serial port,

machine cycles while the oscillator is running resets

on-chip oscillator and clock circuitry. In addition, the

the device.

AT89C51 is designed with static logic for operation

ALE/PROG: Address Latch Enable output pulse for

down to zero frequency and supports two software

latching the low byte of the address during accesses to

selectable power saving modes. The Idle Mode stops

external memory. This pin is also the program pulse

the
CPU while allowing the RAM, timer/counters, serial

input (PROG) during Flash programming.
PSEN :Program Store Enable is the read strobe to

port and interrupt system to continue functioning.

external program memory.

The Power-down Mode saves the RAM contents but

EA/VPP: External Access Enable. EA must be

freezes the oscillator disabling all other chip functions

strapped to GND in order to enable the device to

until the next hardware reset.

fetch code from external program memory locations
starting at 0000H upto FFFFH.
XTAL1: Input to the inverting oscillator amplifier and
input to the internal clock operating circuit.
XTAL2: Output from the inverting oscillator amplifier.
3.5 AC driver
The ac driver will have converting the regulated DC
supply into the variable AC supply according to the
specification of the motor. V/F converter will be used

Pin Description:
VCC : Supply Voltage

for the AC driver. The block diagram of the AC driver

GND : Ground

is shown in Fig.8.

Port 0 :it can receive the code bytes during Flash
programming, and outputs the code bytes during
Program verification. External pullups are required
during program verification.
Port 1 :it receives the low-order address bytes during
Flash programming and verification
Port 2 : it emits the high-order address byte during
fetches from external program memory and during
accesses to external data memory that use 16-bit
addresses (MOVX @DPTR). In this application, it uses
strong internal pullups when emitting 1s. During
accesses

to

external

bitaddresses(MOVX@

data

memory

RI),Port2emitsthecontentsof

theP2SpecialFunctionRegister.
Port 3 : It is an 8-bit bi-directional I/O port with
internal pullups. The Port 3 output buffers can
sink/source four TTL inputs. When 1s are written to
Port 3 pins they are pulled high by the internal
pullups and can be used as inputs.

Figure 8. block diagram of the AC driver

thatuse8-

3.6 Load
For industries motor has been used as the load for
many applications like conveyer, spinning machine,
etc.…
4.Modeling and its output
In this section, to examine the compensation
capability of the control method and the proposed
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topology, an experimental prototype of this device
according

to

Figure

2

is

implemented.

The

experimental setup will be shown in the Figure 9
The system consists of voltage of 1 pu 50 Hz source as
shown in fig with 745kw 3-phase motor load. voltage

Figure 13. PWM pulse produced from the

sag is occurred at 0.5 sec to 1 sec of 0.5 pu and voltage
swell occurred of 0.5 pu for 0.2 sec to 0.25 sec.
Figure
10
shows
three
phase

input

voltagewaveformsof DVR. As shown figure 11, sag

Microcontroller
Fig 14: constant voltage present in the DC Grid

occurs at 0.1sec to 0.15 sec on the any one
phase.Hence the voltage from the output of the
rectifier will be varied as shown in figure 12. Now the
function of Microcontroller would be to inject PWM
pulse to the DC-DC Converter has shown in the
figure 13, which would result in fairly constant
voltage across the load terminal as shown in the

IV. CONCLUSION

figure 14.
Figure 9: experimental setup

In this paper a new topology for DVR using
microcontroller was proposed. This topology contains
rectifier, filter and DC-DC converter. Unlike the
conventional topologies, the proposed DVR does not
have any injectiontransformer due to the structural
features. Because of directconnection to the grid, the

Figure 10. three phase input waveforms from the
main feeder

storage elements are not required in the proposed
topology. Therefore, this topology has less physical
volume, mass and price in comparison with
traditional topologies. Any kind of voltage
disturbances can be compensated by the proposed
topology and the effective operation has been
confirmed by experimental results.
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